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PART 1:
    1)Bhajan 1
         Bhagvan is coming to give face to face Darshan. He is coming to show 
Miracles and wonders. Whatever asked, He has come to give that. Bhagavan 
Bhagavathi Saranam. HE asks us to do miracles. This is the penance we did.
 
   2)Bhajan 2
           Bhagavan is coming to be happy with us. HE is coming to make our 
heart happy.  Crores and crores of followers  are doing Penance. To see 
Bhagavan they are waiting. HE is running to See each one of us. HE is coming 
to talk with us. HE is coming to give  causeless love to everyone. HE is telling 
the ways for unity. HE resides in those hearts which love HIM. HE enjoys when 
we are singing and dancing. HE is coming to give liberation. HE is coming to 
give peaceful life.
            HE is running to wipe tears from our eyes.  HE is coming to shower  
rain of Mercy. Bliss and Bliss on seeing Bhagvan. Heart is jumping with 
Happiness
 
PART 2:
         Bhajan continues.  Bhagavan on screen. Everyone saying “Love you 
Bhagavan”.
 Sri Bhagvan: Shall we move to Questions.
  
  Co-ordinator: Through Deekshas, Grace and wonders we all have got benefits 
and complete liberation. you are like friend in our heart, lovable parent and 
teacher. you are relating to us always. you are with us and showering Grace to 
us. Crores of thanks to spend time with France followers.
 
  Sri Bhagavan:
          I will be with you. Srilankans  are very close to my heart. I will do 
everything for you. Shall we see the questions. Please adjust with my Tamil.
 
PART 3:
      1)    What should we human beings do for Peace of Mind and 
Enlightenment(Jeevan Mukthi)
 
            Sri Bhagvan:First of all you should all become Deeksha givers.  To 
make it faster , I am going to call few of you  and giving power. They can go 
change others to Deeksha givers.  You should acquire the power of making 
Deeksha givers. This should happen in 2010 and 2011. In 2012, once in a 
month or twice, thrice, I will see you in skype. That time you should give 
deeksha to each other. I will teach you special techniques. I will do meditation 
with you. This will go in January, February of 2012. In December , daily I will 
meet everyday. I will blessing and meditate. AT the end of December you will 



all go to high states. 2010 and 2011 is preparation. 2012 , we will achieve oI 
Enlightenment.
 
 
  2) Even when we set right relationships, at times we couldnot solve Problems 
like diseases, Financial problems. What is connection between setting right 
relations and  solutions for these problems.
 
        Past lives, Thoughts of parents when the child is in womb, what happens 
to the child in womb,  what happens to the child during delivery  all determines 
the life of a person.  When the child is getting delivered,  suddenly,  it stops 
moving and gets back. It would come out after some minutes or hour. It is 
because of this reason they could not achieve success effortlessly. This is the 
reason why for some people, they seem to achieve success but they cannot at 
last minute.  For eg,  some apply for bank loan but  they cannot get.  For some 
marriage would be likely to happen but not.  For some business would be likely 
to get success but they would not.  Not only this , they have to strive hard 2, 3 
times to achieve success.  This is because what happened in delivery affects 
child future. When Sri Amma bhagvan , gives new positive experience to those 
people,  of being in womb and getting delivered effortlessly , they would 
change.
 
     When some children got delayed in coming out during delivery, the 
excitement of  family members is  slowed down and it would not be there as 
before. Due to this , even when the child achieves something,  the excitement 
is lost within few minutes. When he is grown up,  when he is achieving good 
marks,  gets nice job, gets nice car, the person is not having excitement . He 
always feels so empty and says “What is there  and cannot enjoy things”.
 
    For caesarian babies and babies born out of artificial methods, when they 
grow up, they would not be having any drive to achieve things. They will not 
work hard. Somebody has to push them from behind. When they wanted to do 
business, they need 10 partners. They need so much of support and push in 
their lives to achieve success. They willnot do anything or their own.
 
    For babies who got delivered by injection or by forceps , they will be lazy 
when they are grown up. They need so much of force and push.
 
   For some babies in womb, parents would be happy for 3 months. The child is 
also simply be there happy. It will not put any effort. When these children 
grown up, they will not seek for any achievement and work hard. They would 
be simply be happy. If they are given force only they will achieve. 
 
   Recently One mother and her daughter came to see me. The daughter got 
divorced, she was suffering with cancer and she was very fat. When enquired 
to her mother about the thoughts what she had at her time of delivery. She 
had exactly the fear of getting cancer, getting divorced and getting fat.  So her 
thoughts during delivery, has affected her child.



    So the process has to be done to the child to get out from court case 
problems, health and financial problems.
    So affected persons should be taken again to their womb experiences and 
healed. This should be done carefully. But time is not there for getting so many 
people and to come India for this process. ONLY SOLUTION IS SETTING RIGHT 
RELATIONSHIP WITH PARENTS. IF RELATIONSHIP WITH fATHER is set right, 
the problem happened in womb would be corrected, so financial problem is 
solved.
            If relationship with mother is set right,  then problem in the womb , in 
child movement would be corrected , so all obstacles would be solved. If 
people couldnot set right still , if they come India, we have designed special 
courses for that and we would give new experiences in womb again and heal  
them completely.
 
        I am giving you another example. One person came to me , who was 
having terrible pain in left shoulder and chest from his childhood.  Doctors 
could not find any fault in that area. Every thing was normal in tests taken. but 
he was not getting  rid of pain. We took them to his childhood. When he is 5 or 
6 years , when he is playing by building sand dunes with other friends in 
beach. Suddenly the building collapsed and the children stood over the boy 
and jumped on him unknowingly. they jumped on his chest and left shoulder. 
Normally when a person experiences this , the problem would be solved. But it 
did not happen. We worked on him still and took him to his child delivery 
phase. On getting delivered, his chest and shoulder was getting hurt by his 
mother’s pelvic bone. This pain has lead to the incident in beach. when we 
showed him these also, he was getting cured.
    So we worked on him still and took him back to his past lives. before 600 
years, he was running between in a  battle field , there he got wounded   on 
his chest and left shoulder. When he saw this , he immediately got his pain 
relieved.
   We call the stored pain as charge. It is getting carried over from previous 
life, then to him in  mother’s womb and then to childhood. When certain things 
come again and again, we call it karma.  So we need to see what happened in 
past lives, childhood, what happened in mom’s womb, what was parent’s 
thoughts in child conception, to help a person. Then only the person attains 
enlightenment.
 
  When we see these we realize everybody are like us and feel for others. We 
feel oneness with plants, animals and finally we will get the experience, where 
we are one with GOD. Finally we are the GOD. We will get  you step by step 
higher. We will help you.
 
 
3)Sri Bhagavan , you are doing wonders and miracles all over the world. How 
we should get Dharma everywhere and do to grow dharma
 
 



   Sri  Bhagavan: Few of you should come India and get trained as Oneness 
trainer. When you come back to france , you should change all srilankans in 
france as Deeksha givers. So you have to form groups and meditate with me in 
skype darshans. Every srilankan and tamilian in france must become a 
deeksha giver. Then we can fly. We can solve all problems and I am going to 
do everything.
 
    On praying focus on these 3 things.
 
 
   1) When you want money,  do not tell Bhagavan I am having money 
problem.  Ask Bhagavan “ I want the job”. ”I want this much money”. FOCUS 
on the SOLUTION not on the PROBLEM.
      Do not ask “Bhagavan I am suffering this much, I am seeking marriage for 
3 years, I am struggling this much. ”This is all problem. Ask for solution, 
Bhagavan I want marriage, I want money, I want child. Tell the solution. Ask I 
want building, I want car.
a)      To some extent , you should  visualize if you want 1 million dollars,  that 
you are getting money. You should give me a scene as if you got the money 
and money entered into passbook. you should FEEL and VISUALIZE that you 
have got it immediately.
b)      Do not say Bhagavan do it in future or tomorrow or after one hour.  
Visualize you have got it right now Very immediately  and thank Sri Amma 
Bhagavan,
              Eg:Ask,  I want health and cancer got cured.
 
c)       See the scene in Color and not in black and white.
d)      Bring the emotion now itself. When got married, how will be the 
emotion. How you feel on marriage. bring that. You are getting married right 
now and you have the emotion. This is done is it not. So say thanks with 
Amma Bhagavan, When you say thanks the agreement is done. We will do it.
e)      Once this is done , donot pray again and again. it would be disturbing 
because when you lose faith only you will ask again. So once the prayer is 
finished and done by above mentioned way , leave it to amma Bhagavan. We 
will move as if we move in chessboard. you have to pray like this.
 
 
2)Be authentic in your prayers.
 
   Some people come and ask me millions dollars. They will tell they want to 
serve poor and do good things. You should not pretend. You should be 
authentic. Ask I want money and need a bungalow. I need to be happy with 
my family. Nothing wrong. In fact that is the way to ask , very much authentic.
 
    Example, there is a neuro surgeon in Delhi. He asks amma Bhagavan help 
and do the operation. He will call and take amma Bhagavan’s help. He is very 
much successful, he had no failure. few years back, he got to treat severely 
head  injured person who needed  immediate surgery.



    Usually amma Bhagavan would  help and grace would flow through his 
hands. but this time it did not happen. he prayed. ”Amma Bhagavan he is 
young boy , he needs life, please help. ”Nothing happened. He prayed” if he 
dies , his wife would become widow, his children would suffer, help me. ”Then 
also it did not happen.
   Then the surgeon remembered , about being authentic in prayers. Then he 
told “Bhagavan I have not failed in any case. If this fails, it would be a black 
mark in my record. this would spoil my name. ”Immediately he got help from 
Amma Bhagavan and did the operation.
   
 
3)Pray in Breakthrough  state and not in breakdown state.
 
   Example, once a paper mill owner went to small village in china for business. 
He lost his passport, documents, cell phone and cash everything in briefcase.  
He donot know the language , so he was in fear. He prayed in fear, nothing 
happened. He remembered about breakthrough state told by Bhagavan. So he 
changed his body posture, changed his emotion and thoughts. Suddenly 
English speaking Chinese girl came to him , offered help and took him to police 
station. Police gave him a document for his safe stay in china but they asked 
him to take that to embassy to get fresh passport to return India. Chinese girl 
helped him to take him to embassy and did all required help. HE came straight 
to Oneness temple and thanked Bhagavan for making him understand the 
breakthrough state and praying in breakthrough state.
 
 
Meditation started. 


